
NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT


NON-Discrimination Proclamation: Kratos Votech Training LLC is focused on giving a working 
and learning environment that is liberated from segregation and badgering in light of a 
individual's sex, sexual direction, gender, gender identity, gender expression, genetic 
information, age, ethnic group identification, race, ancestry, national origin, immigration status, 
religion, color or mental or actual handicap or some other premise safeguarded by 
government, state, neighborhood regulation, mandate or guideline. Provocation under Title IX 
(sex), Title VI (race, variety, or public beginning), and Segment 504 and Title II of ADA (mental or 
actual inability, including a discernment that the individual has any of those qualities or that the 
individual is related with an individual who has, or is seen to have, any of those qualities) is a 
type of unlawful separation that the school won't endure. Badgering is terrorizing or oppressive 
way of behaving toward an understudy/representative that establishes an unfriendly climate 
and can bring about disciplinary activity against the culpable understudy or worker. Badgering 
behavior can take many structures, including verbal demonstrations, realistic and composed 
proclamations, or lead that is truly undermining or embarrassing.


This nondiscrimination policy covers confirmation or admittance to, or treatment or work in, 
school projects and exercises, physical and online classrooms, including professional training. 
The absence of English language abilities won't thwart affirmation or support in the school's 
projects or exercises.


Additional information prohibiting other forms of unlawful separation, unseemly way of 
behaving, as well as disdain violations might be tracked down in this handbook. It is the aim of 
the school that all such arrangements are perused without fail to give the most significant level 
of security from unlawful segregation in the arrangement of instructive administrations and 
valuable open doors. The school denies counter against any individual who records a 
grievance or who partakes in an objection examination. The Virginia Code of Guidelines gives 
that "No individual will be prohibited from cooperation in or prevented the advantages from 
getting any neighborhood organization's program or movement based on sex, sexual direction, 
orientation, orientation character, orientation articulation, hereditary data, age, ethnic gathering 
recognizable proof, race, lineage, public beginning, religion, variety, or mental or actual 
handicap, including a discernment that the individual has any of those qualities or that the 
individual is related with an individual who has, or is seen to have, any of those attributes in any 
program or action led by an 'instructive establishment' or whatever other 'nearby office that 
gets or profits by any state monetary help."


The Virginia Code of Guidelines characterizes "gender" as: "sex, and incorporates an 
individual's orientation personality and orientation related appearance and conduct whether 
characteristically connected with the individual's doled out sex upon entering the world." 
Kratos Votech Training LLC disallows segregation in all school projects and exercises based on 
orientation, orientation character, orientation articulation, and sexual direction, in addition to 
other things.


Kratos Votech Training LLC keeps "a protected and strong school climate wherein all 
individuals from the school local area are treated with nobility and regard." Transsexual and 
orientation nonconforming understudies are safeguarded from separation and badgering in the 



government funded educational system. Understudies will approach the bathroom and storage 
space that relates to their orientation personality only and reliably stated at school. Where 
accessible, a solitary slow down washroom or storage space region might be utilized by any 
understudy who wants expanded protection, no matter what the fundamental explanation.


Kratos Votech Training LLC will immediately and completely examine any grievance of 
provocation and make a proper remedial move whenever justified. Inquiries, complaints, or 
grievances regarding harassment as described in this section, above, should be directed to the 
the compliance office representative at: 1775 tysons blvd 5th fl McLean Virginia 22102, 
compliance@kvttraining.com (email), 301.569.2714 (phone)
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